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Abstract
Searching for images in a large scale database with nothing but keywords might not be optimal. Images
are better described by their visual content rather than by keywords. Currently, the majority of the
existing content based image retrieval systems rely on small, sometimes artificial, image databases.
We propose a large scale content based image retrieval system with an initial keyword based image
search. The visual information is extracted from images based on three features: shape, color and
texture. To cope with the scalability, several measures have been taken like clustering and the use of
categories. The result is a scalable system that works well for images which are distinct in one or more
of the three features. For more complex images, future work should involve image segmentation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A picture is worth a thousand words.
Up to now words are the only means to search through billions of images in Google, MSN, Yahoo and
Altavista. This works well for a basic search. But what if a user is interested in a very specific image?
It can be very time consuming to find such an image or maybe even impossible. Also, what if the user
wants to find similar images of a certain image?

Searching for images in a huge database with nothing but keywords might not be optimal. Images are
better described by their visual content rather than by keywords. Also, when using keywords as search
query, many relevant images might not be found since most images don't have all of the 'thousand'
keywords associated to itself which they are supposed to have.

Searching for images by their content is called Content Based Image Retñeval (CBIR). Many CBIR
systems have been developed in the last decades by companies and universities. Most of them have
small, sometimes artificial, test-databases. Up to now, there is no known CBIR system which is capa-
ble of succesfully finding images in an 'allround' image database with a size in the order of millions.

We propose a two-step large scale content based image retrieval system with an initial keyword-based
image search. The large scale image database consists of images present on the Internet. Ideally, the
database should contain all images present on the Internet, but since this is not possible in reasonable
time, the database contains a representative subset of the images present on the internet.

Since we propose a two-step CBIR system, our database contains both textual and visual information
describing the images. The textual information is retrieved from the websites where the images reside,
and stored as raw data in the database. From this raw textual data, a keyword-based searchable
database is created. The visual information is obtained by analysis of the retrieved images and is
also stored in the database. This visual information consists of three basic features: shape, color and
texture. To perform a visual search based on a query image, these three features are combined to one
single measure of similarity.

To maintain an acceptable response time on the large scale CBIR system, the visual search space
is limited. This is done by creating clusters of similar images. Each image resides in three clusters,
one for each visual feature.

These techniques are the basis of the Cortina search engine and are described in detail in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Related work

This section gives a brief overview on what has been done on Content Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) systems. The systems are described below and compared on the base of querying, matching,
optimizing and size. The last part of this section describes how Cortina is different and what has been
done previously on Cortina.

2.1 Querying
Most of these systems use query by example (QBE) which means that the search query starts with an
image. This can be a set of sample images where the user can choose from, or a function that enables
the user to upload an image. Some systems allow users to start their search for images with keywords
such as ImageROVER [22], QBIC [19], Amore [25], Chabot [27], Mars [15], Metaseek [13], Pichunter
[6], Corbis [5] and Webseek WEBSEEK. Another query method is drawing a sketch as in QBIC [19].

2.2 Matching
Most of these systems use color, texture and shape to describe an image. Similarity between features
is often the Euclidean (L2) and sometimes the Manhattan (L1) distance.

Similarity between different sources of information is often the weighted sum of the similari-
ties.

The distance between a query object and database object is also often the L2 distance. Some-
times the x2 distance is used for matching as in [23]. PicSOM [12] uses Self organizing maps for
matching. WebSEEK [24] uses a weighted dissimilarity measure that considers subjective similarity
between different colors in computing the distance.

2.3 Optimizing
Searching in the entire database will take a long time. Some solutions to reduce the search time and
complexity have been proposed:
Often, Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to reduce dimensions. In [18], neural networks
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are used together with PCA. In [3), approximate nearest neighbor search is used. Sometimes, user
relevance feedback is used to obtain information from the user's behavior such as QuickLook [10),
PicHunter 16], and Mars [15]. Categories have not used very often. Columbia's Webseek [24] and a
system by Newsam et al [21] uses them.

2.4 Database sizes
Most databases of CBIR systems consist only of a certain amount of test images, just enough to test
the system. This means that most of them don't exceed 100.000 images. The largest known is Webseek
124] which has 660.000 images.

2.5 Cortina
The previous version of Cortina, referred to as Cortina 2004, is developed by T. Quack [20), L. Thiele
[26] and U. Moenich [16]. Since this is the starting point of the development of a new Cortina, referred
to as Cortina 2005, this section is dedicated to explain what has been done previously on Cortina and
what will be different.

The query method of Cortina 2004 is query by example. Giving a query image in Cortina
2004 can be done in two ways:
The first way is to upload an image.
The second way is to use keyword search to obtain a set of images that can be used as query images.
When using the second way, more than one query image can be selected. With this, Cortina
2004 has more information about the query images which can be used to give better results.
However, using this method, the user has to click N + 1 times when selecting N query images
(after selecting N query images the user has to click on the 'find similar' button). Since one of the
future goals of Cortina is to make it applicable in many areas such as searching in biological images
or even a desktop search, the user interface should be as simple as possible. Therefore in Cortina
2005 the number of clicks to select a query image has been reduced to a single click on the query image.

For Cortina 2004, a lot of work has been done in combining keywords with visual features, to
improve the keyword search. However, doing so has made the keyword search significantly slower. In
Cortina 2005 the keyword search makes use of the DMOZ.org [7) category structure, which results in
a very fast and very good keyword search. Since the keyword search is mainly a starting point to get
query images to start the content based image retrieval with, the semantics part of Cortina 2004 that
should improve the keyword search is not used in Cortina 2005.

The descriptors that are used in Cortina 2004 are:
one for edges (Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD)),
one for texture (Homogeneous Texture Descriptor (HTD)),
two for color (Scalable Color Descriptor (SCD), Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD)).
Cortina 2005 uses the EHD and adapted versions of HTD and DCD. Since we think that one descriptor
for color is sufficient, Cortina 2005 doesn't use the SCD.

Cox-tina 2004 uses relevance feedback as its main engine to find relevant images. In Cortina
2005 our efforts went into optimizing the quality of the content based search. We aim to find the best
results given the query at one search step.
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Cortina 2004 contains 3 million images.
Cortina 2005 contains 8 million images for testing purposes, but the software as well as the hardware
are prepared to work with up to 100 million images.
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Chapter 3

System overview

3.1 System Overview
Since Cortina is a large scale image search engine it handles and processes vast amounts of data. Tasks
performed by Cortina are:

• Data collection and storage

• Databases indexing

• Feature extraction

• Clustering of features

• Similarity matching

These tasks require vast amounts of memory, computation power and storage. Therefore Cortina is
running on a cluster of computation and storage nodes. This enables the different tasks to be performed
in reasonable time.

3.1.1 Hardware Overview
Cortina is running on a system as shown in figure 3.1 and table 3.1. It consists of four computation
nodes and one storage array.

Machine Name CPU Memory Storage Task
1 cortina.ece.ucsb.edu 2 x 3.2GHz 4Gb 280Gb Webserver, spider and downloader
2 oog.ece.ucsb.edu 2 x 3.2GHz 2Gb 70Gb Computation node
3 zoek.ece.ucsb.edu 2 x 3.2GHz 2Gb 70Gb Computation node
4 beeld.ece.ucsb.edu 2 x 3.2GHz 4Gb 32Gb SQL Server
5 SCSI RAID-5 Array 800Gb Image Storage array

Table 3.1: Hardware specification of machines and storage used in Cortina.
* Node 5 is a SCSI Raid-5 array connected to Beeld via SCSI

All Xeon CPU's have dual core enabling hyper threading. Further, are all machines interconnected
using a Gigabit network. This enables fast data transfers from one machine to the other. The hardware
setup can easily be extended with further storage in the SCSI storage array and extra nodes can be
added to the cluster for extra computation power.
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3.1.2 Software Design

Internet

Figure 3.1: Cortina hardware setup

The software used in Cortina is written different languages, C++, Per! and SQL.

System Setup

All software is running on a Debian linux distribution configured such that sharing of data is possible in
a fast and transparent manner using NFS' and NIS2. The Cortina web interface is running on Apache
[11 and the SQL database on MySQL [17].

Extracting features requires vast amounts of computational power, therefore the feature extraction
software is implemented in C++. It reads images from disk, extracts features and stores these in the
database and in individual files on disk for future use. The language C++ is used because it allows
object oriented software design and is known to be fast.

For every image the HTD, LHTD, DCD and EHD features are extracted. Extraction is done
in a distributed manner, every computation node nms four extraction programs. This results in an
extraction rate of 5*105 images a day.

Clustering of features is used to reduce the search space of a content based image search. Feature
clustering is done using K-Means on a subset of all features in the database since employing K-Means
on the complete dataset is not possible in reasonable time. The clustering software is written in C++
since it is fast and allowes object oriented design of the software.

'Network File System
2Network Information System
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The database used for Cortina handles large amounts of data; tables with 6* iO rows are no
exception. The database is running on a MySQL databaseserver, the reason for this is the fact that
MySQL is freely available, highly configurable and was already used in the former version of Cortina.
The current database design is inspired by older versions of Cortina, yet the MySQL code used for
building the database and processing data is written from scratch.

A simplified relation diagram of the database is shown in figure 3.2, the figure only shows the
tables needed to understand the database design concept. The image table contains all information
obtained during the spidering and downloading process. The image table contains information ofover
iO images.
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AItta,eq
Ad*certTextfi e
Ma1CareQ
ReCatFreg
1mageURLFr
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Figure 3.2: Simplified relational diagram of the Cortina database

The information stored in the image table is not searchable without creating an inverted index on
it. We create an inverted index as follows. When the image table reaches a substantional size, the
information obtained so far is extracted and a searchable database is created. During this snap8hot of
the searchable index, the following tables are created: keyword, catkeys and imagekeys. In this process
all keywords associated with the images are assigned a KeywordiD and the importance of the different
keywords is calculated (for more information see the section 5.3). The creation of a snapshot of the
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database in a naive way is a computational intensive task and can take up to 10 days depending on
the size of the image table. We propose an algorithm to improve this step significantly, this algorithm
is explained in section 5.4. Taking a snapshot of the database after substantional changes in the image
table is much faster as extracting keyword information from images when spidered and adapting the
weights, imagekeys and catkeys tables one image at a time. The idea of taking a snapshot instead of
the naive way of inserting is inspired by Google which employ the same scheme. Since the database
is accessed during virtually every task in Cortina, query speed at the database is important. Therefore
the commenly tables are indexed resulting fast searches. Further due to the high configurability of
MySQL we have tuned the database server during normal operation to keep the most used indexes
of tables of the database in memory. When a snapshot of the database is made and the complete
Cortina database is rebuild from scratch, another task specific tuned server configuration is loaded
and importand tables for rebuild are kept in memory.

The image search software is designed in a layered manner, shown in figure 3.3. Every layer is
responsible for a different part of the search. Some of the software used for the image search was
already available like the web interface other software is written from scratch like the keyword search
and content based image search.

The image search based on keywords is written in Perl which calls the MySQL database with SQL
statements obtaining the best matches based on keyword weights. Perl as a language for keyword
based search is chosen since it has many libraries available for accessing a MySQL database and is
easy to interface with Apache. Speed is not in issue since all important calculations are done by the
MySQL database server, see section 5.2.

The content based image search is written in C++ and is called from a Perl program acting as a
proxy between the Apache webserver and low level C++ search program. We have chosen to write
the content based search part in C++ since Cortina is handling vast amounts of data and a content
based image search requires many calculations.

3http://www.google.com
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Chapter 4

Data Acquisition

4.1 Image spider
4.1.1 Introduction
The Cortina Search Engine database is filled and kept up to date using a spidering engine. The
Cortina Image Spider analyzes websites and retrieves images and their descriptive information.
The spider uses Open Directory Project (DMOZ) as its starting point, DMOZ is a categorized website
database with descriptive information on all websites listed in the database. Using DMOZ enables
the spider to use prior knowledge regarding the semantics of a spidered image e.g. an image found
on a website categorized by DMOZ (7J as shopping/soccer/shoe has a high probability be an image
related to soccer shoes.
The image spider retrieves websites to spider from a MySQL database and also writes the spidered
images and descriptive information into a MySQL database.

4.1.2 DMOZ
DMOZ Open Directory Project is the largest human edited directory on the web. At this moment
the DMOZ database contains over 4 million sites in 590,000 categories. Since all sites are categorized
the category description of a site can be used to add prior knowledge to a spidered image.

4.1.3 Spider
The Cortina Image Spider is written in Perl and can be forked into multiple instances to divide
the spider tasks over multiple spiders. The division of spidering over multiple instances of spiders
improves the overall speed as well as the scalability of the spidering process. Spiders can be run at
multiple computers at the same time making it possible aquire vast amounts of data in reasonable
time.
The spider analyzes websites in search of images and new links to sub pages on a website. The spider
further keeps track of pages which have been spidered to prevent one page to be spidered twice.
If an image is found, the spider collects the following information describing the image:

Altag describing the images
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• A maximum of 20 words above the image

• A maximum of 30 words below the image

• The main category of the website e.g. shopping/soccer/shoe the main category will be 'shoe'

• The rest category of the website e.g. shopping/soccer/shoe the rest category will be 'shopping'
and 'soccer'

• Document URL of the document where the image is displayed

• Image URL describing where the image is located

The information above is stored in the database for further processing.
A schematic overview of the spider is given in figure 4.1.

11



4.1.4 Stemming
Keywords associated with images are stemmed to their base form. For example one image has the word
'shoe' associated with it and another image has the word 'shoes' associated with it. These are basically
the same so both words are stemmed to 'shoe'. This has a major improvement when a keyword search
is done. Since without stemming the two images wouldn't have any similarity based on keywords and
after stemming they do. Stemming is done using a Per! library, the stem library uses the English
dictionary and grammar to stem keywords. If keywords are found which are not part of the English
dictionary these keywords are stemmed using English grammar rules. In English the two words 'house'
and 'houses' will be stemmed to their base form 'house' where the equivalent words in Dutch 'huis'
('house') and 'huizen' ('houses') will be stemmed to 'hui' and 'huizen'. While this is incorrect it has
no significant influence on the search results since the spidered websites are mainly in English. Also
when a search query is done to the database the keywords in the query will be stemmed to their base
form. So the keyword 'huis' will still be mapped to the keyword 'hui'.

4.2 Image downloader
The Image dowuloader downloads images found by the image spider. The image downloader checks
the database for images found by the spider which have not been downloaded yet and saves images
to disk. The downloader is implemented in Per!. When selecting a set of images for downloading the
downloader applies a locking mechanism on the MySQL database therefor many downloaders can run
concurrently. If an image is downloaded the status of that images is changed from notyet to downloaded
or failed if the image was no longer available.

4.3 processcontrol
To obtain the huge amount of images as fast as possible, many spiders and downloaders have to run in
parallel. Also, multiple computers are used to run the spiders and downloaders. To manage all this, a
processcontrol table is created in the database. Each time a process (spider or downloader) is started,
it registers itself in the processcontrol table. When the process is finished, it deletes it's own row from
the table. A program keeps track of the amount of running processes and starts new ones if necessary
to maintain a certain amount of processes running. An example of the processcontrol table is shown
in table 4.1. Explanation of the columns of this table:

• PID: Process Identity of the spider/downloader. This is a unique ID for a process on one
computer, needed to distinguish between processes.

• Type: Spider, downloader or any other future processes.

• Value: The category ID that is being spidered or downloaded. To prevent that multiple spiders
or multiple downloaders will work on the same category.

• Timestamp: Each process sets the timestamp every few minutes, to show that it is still alive.
If a timestamp hasn't been updated for 3 hours the process is considered timed-out and will be
removed from the proceascontrol table.

• Hostname: The hostnarne of the computer where the process runs on. This is created to avoid
a PID overlap on different computers. it is also used to make sure that the desired number of
running processes on each computer will not be exceeded. This number can vary from computer
to computer.

12



pid type value timestamp hostname
28937 spider 116462 2005-09-25 21:11:08 beeld
26950 spider 116456 2005-09-25 17:51:59 beeld
1705 spider 116428 2005-09-26 05:46:08 beeld
2609 spider 116400 2005-09-26 07:03:52 beeld
1702 downloader 116385 2005-09-26 05:45:16 cortina
29727 spider 116324 2005-09-25 22:28:59 cortma
27502 spider 116461 2005-09-25 18:47:10 cortina
8725 spider 116436 2005-09-26 17:01:47 zoek
29955 downloader 116399 2005-09-25 22:51:4-4 zoek
29955 downloader 116440 2005-09-25 17:30:30 oog
26523 downloader 116310 2005-09-25 17:08:36 oog

Table 4.1: Processcontrol

To prevent that two or more processes will choose the same category at the same time, the process-
control table is locked first before it is updated by a process.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the spider
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Chapter 5

Keyword-based Image Search

This chapter describes the keyword-based search part of Cortina. During a keyword-based image
search the most relelevant images are presented to the user based on a given set of keywords. The
selected images form the starting point for the content-based imagesearch.

Keywords associated to images are collected from websites where the images reside, this is
done by spiders and the keywords found are stored as raw data in a table in the database. Using this
table for a keyword-based search would be extremely slow and inefficient. Therefore, all data like
keywords and categories are extracted from the raw data and stored in various tables to create an
efficiently searchable database.

Since it is faster to work with numbers rather than with keywords as strings, all unique key-
words are assigned a numbers called keyword-ID's. Throughout this document, we sometimes speak
of keywords while we actually refer to keyword-rn's. This is done for simplicity; the term keyword-ID
and keyword in this context can be used interchangeably since there is a one on one relation between
the two.

The first section of this chapter describes how the most relevant categories for the query key-
word(s) can be used to improve results and how they are selected. The second section describes how
the most relevant images are selected after search is restricted to the most relevant categories.

5.1 Category Search
A keyword search over the entire database may result in many irrelevant images and can be very
slow. We choose a different strategy and limit the search to one or more relevant categories to the
users search. Since the websites are spidered from the category-based site DMOZ.org, our category
structure mirrors DMOZ.org's.

When searching for a keyword, how are the most relevant categories selected to limit the search to?
Consider that each DMOZ category contains a set of websites. From these websites, keywords
are spidered along with images. Each keyword is then stored in a table called CaiKeys with its
corresponding category and the frequency of that keyword in the category. If a keyword occurs
multiple times in a category, the frequency for that keyword will be increased.

15



There are 6 sources for a category where the keywords are spidered from:

• Title/Description of the originating website

• Alt-tag of an image

• Adjacent Text around an image

• The URL of an image

• DMOZ Main Category of the website

• DMOZ Rest Category of the website

So the frequency for each keyword is stored source-specific.

For clarity, the table columns are described in table 5.1. The last column is called 'Weighted-

Field Type
KeywordlD int(10) unsigned
Categoryll) int( 10) unsigned
Titlei)escFreq int(10) unsigned
AlttagFreq int(10) unsigned
AdjacentTextFreq int(10) unsigned
MainCatFeq int(10) unsigned
RestCatFreq int(10) unsigned
ImageURLFreq int(10) unsigned
WeightedFreq float

Table 5.1: Description of the columns of the Catkeys table

Freq'. This column contains the total weight of a keyword in a category, taking into account the
frequency values in each column that correspond to a keyword. For example, when a keyword occurs
in the adjacent text of an image, that keyword might be less descriptive for the category than a
keyword in the title/description of a site.

The weightedfrequency is calculated as follows. Let i represent each of the columns Title.Desc&eq,
AlttagFreq, Adjacent Text&eq, MainCat&eq, RestCat&eq, Image URL&eq, and N the total number of
the columns (N=6 in this case). First, the average frequency value for each column is computed.
Let r be the current row and R the maximum number of rows (a row represents a combination of a
keyword and a category). j,' is the frequency value in row r and column i.

(5.1)

If the average is a high value, the weight should be lower, so do 1/Avg for each column's average. Let
w1 represent the weight for each column i. w1 is determined as follows:

(5.2)
c0,,9

This is the weight for each column. These values are stored and can be used as long as the database
remains nearly the same. Each value in the columns will be multiplied by the corresponding weight
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to get the weighted frequency for that column.

The weighted frequency is calculated as follows.
Given a row r, with frequency f for each column i, the total weight w for r is defined to be:

(5.3)

w is stored in the WeightedFreq column of row r.

When searching for multiple keywords, the first cnterium for selecting a category is the amount of
keywords that match the category. For example when searching for "hawaii shirt", the categories that
match both of the query keywords will be selected first, regardless of the weight of other categories
that match only one of the query keywords. The second criterium to select a category is the weighted
frequency of that category for the query keywords, as explained above.

The SQL statement used to retrieve the categories is as follows:

SELECT CategorylD,
Weight edFreq AS Total_Score,
Count (KeywordlD) AS Matches

FROM catkeys
WHERE KeywordlD IN ("KeywordlD—list");
GROUP BY CategorylD
ORDER BY Matches DESC, Total_Score DESC
LIMIT 60

Where the statement

GROUP BY CategorylD

counts the number of query-keywords that belong to the same category, and the statement

ORDER BY Matches DESC, Total_Score DESC

takes care of the sorting-order criteria mentioned above.
The statement

LIMIT 60

is used to return at most 60 categories.

5.2 Keyword-Based Image Search with Category Restrictions
How are the most relevant images retrieved from the database when a user searches for a keyword?
First, the most relevant categories of the keyword(s) are retrieved from the table CatKeys, using
the highest weighted frequency, as described in the previous section. Next, the most relevant images
should be retneved. This step only considers images belonging to the same category.

For images, there are 4 sources where keywords come from that describe them, namely the
alt-tag, the imageURL, Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD), and the adjacent text around the image.

17



To use all this information to search for images using keywords, a table has been created that

contains the relation between the images, the keywords and categories that correspond to the images.
The name of this table is ImageKeys and the columns of this table are described in table 5.2.

Field Type Null Key Default Extra
KeywordlD int(1O) unsigned MUL 0
CategorylD int(10) unsigned 0

Imagell) int(1O) unsigned 0

AlttagFieq int(1O) unsigned 0
AdjacentTextFreq int(10) unsigned 0

DCDFeq int(10) unsigned 0

ImageURLFreq int(10) unsigned 0

WeightedFreq float 0

Table 5.2: Description of the columns of the Imagekeys table

For the column WeightedFreq, the same calculation is used as for category search as in chapter 5.1.

The image retrieval is the same as for category retrieval and goes as follows. When searching
for multiple keywords, the first criterium for selecting an image is the amount of keywords that match
an image. For example when searching for "big balloon", the images that match both of the query
keywords will be selected first, regardless of the weight of other images that match only one of the
query keywords. The second criterium to select an image is the weighted frequency of that image for
the query keywords, as explained above.

The SQL statement for selecting the most relevant images is as follows:

SELECT KeywordlD,
Image ID,
WeightedFreq AS Score,

count(KeywordlD) AS Matches
FROM imagekeys

WHERE CategorylD IN ("CategorylD—list") AND KeywordlD IN ("KeywordlD—list")
GROUP BY Image ID

ORDER BY Matches DESC, Score DESC

Where the statement

GROUP BY Image ID

counts the number of query keywords that belong to each image, and the statement

ORDER BY Matches DESC, Score DESC

takes care of the sorting-order criteria mentioned above.

5.3 Keyword weights
When searching for more than one keyword in a search query, which is of the keywords is more
relevant and should get a higher weight?
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All keywords are stored in a table named keyworrL In this table, each keyword has a fre-
quency associated with it. This frequency represents the total number of times that a keyword occurs
in the entire database, i.e. on all spidered websites'. So if a keywords occurs only once in the entire
database, it must be very descriptive, so it should get a high weight.
As an example, the keywords in table 5.3 occur only once, so are very descriptive. Note that the
column Kejword&eq refers to the frequency.

KeywordiD Keyword KeywordFeq
10000444 aafter 1

10000445 aafuchsialg 1

10000449 aagainst 1

10000452 aagassi 1

10000453 aagbluescreen 1

10000454 aagcelticscreen 1

10000456 aageneviev 1

10000457 aagfioweringdogwood 1

10000459 aagl 1

10000460 aaglab 1

10000461
10000463
10000464

aaglass
aagnurserypicglosso
aagnurserypicludwigia

1

1

1

10000465 aagpinkrosescreen 1

Table 5.3: Uncommon keywords

If a keywords occurs very often in the keyword table, it must be very common so it should
get a lower weight. For example the keywords in table 5.4 are not very descriptive for a category or
image.

KeywordlD Keyword KeywordFreq
10370560 imag 1043167
10243706 empti 656640
10763465 the 374015
10607713 product 289343
10026660 and 276374
10605312 price 273842
10154990 click 193827
10354662 home 190688
10523548 new 190422
10767502 thi 178927
10688357 shop 175572

Table 5.4: Common keywords

The chosen measure for the weight is inversely proportional to its frequency.
If a keyword occurs n times in the database (i.e. keyword table), the weight of that keyword is 1/n

'Only the keywords that occur at at least one of the 6 sources described in chapter 5.1
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times.
Our experiments show that this measure is simple and effective in finding relevant images.

Now, if one searches for two or more keywords, the resulting weight for each keyword will be
multiplied with the WeightedF'req column of the tables catkeys and imagekeys.
In this way, the more descriptive keywords put a larger weight in the selection of both categories and
images.

For example when searching for new car, both the categories (which limit the image search)
and the resulting images will be more related to car than to new.

Recall from chapter 5.1 and 5.2 that if two or more keywords in a search query occur in the
same category or refer to the same image, that category or image will be selected first, regardless of
the weights of the other keywords.

5.4 Indexing the keyword tables
To make searching for keywords faster, all columns of tables that are used for searching were given
indices. For example, the table CatKeys, described in table 5.1, has indices on the columns KeywordlD,
CategorylD and a combined index on (KeywordlD, CategorylD). The combined index makes searching
for keywords with the restriction to categories much faster. Also, using indices has siginificantly reduced
the time to build the searchable database from the raw data. Namely, this process involves a temporary
table of 64 million rows. The time to build a searchable database from the raw data was reduced from
several weeks to just a day.
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Chapter 6

Visual Image Descriptors

When the keyword search has given a list of desired images as result, the user can click on an image
to find similar images based on features of that image. CORTINA uses 3 visual features to describe
an image: color, texture and edges. For each of these features, a descriptor is used.
The descriptor used for color is the Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD).
The descriptor used for texture is the Homogeneous Texture Descriptor (HTD).
The descriptor used for edges is the Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD).
The changes and additional functionality for DCD and HTD are also described in this chapter. Also
a new descriptor, the Local Homogeneous Texture Descriptor (LHTD) will be described here. This
descriptor has been created and implemented by the authors, but is not yet used in the Cortina search
engine.

6.1 Edge Histogram Descriptor
6.1.1 Definition and Semantics
Spatial distribution of edges in an image is another useful texture descriptor for similarity search and
retrieval. The edge histogram descriptor (EHD) of MPEG-7 represents local edge distribution in the
image. Specifically, dividing the image space into 4 x 4 subimages, the local-edge distribution for each
subimage can be represented by a histogram. To generate the histogram, edges in the subimages are
categorized into five types; vertical, horizontal, 45° diagonal, 1350 diagona and nondirectional edges.
Since there are 16 subimages, a total of 5 x 16 = 80 histogram bins are required. This leads to the
following vector layout for EHD:

1'UD — F1.90 3,0 3,45 3.135 j,nondsr 3,90 3,0 3.45 3,135 j,nondir
0,0' 0,0' 0,0' 0,0' '0,0 (3,3 3,3, 3,3 3,3 3,3

where h'3 is the histogram count for tile (i,j) and direction-bin o.

6.1.2 Extraction
For the EHD, it is required to detect nondirectional edges as well as four directional edges. The
nondirectional edges include the edges with no particular directionality. The five types of edges can be
extracted by a block-based edge extraction scheme. To do that, each subimage is further divided into
nonoverlapping square image-blocks. The size of the image-block is dependent on the image resolution.
Regardless of the size of the given image, the image space is divided into a predetermined number of
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image-blocks. Experiments show that the number of image-blocks around 1100 seems to capture good
directional edge features.

Each of the image-blocks is then classified into one of the five edge categories mentioned above or
as a nonedge block using an edge detector.

6.1.3 Similarity Matching
For similarity matching, the local-edge histograms alone may not be sufficient for an effective image
matching. Instead, some global-edge distributions as well as the local ones are used. Specifically, edge
distribution information for the whole image space and some horizontal and vertical semiglobal-edge
distributions as well as local ones are required to improve the matching performance. The global-edge
histogram and semiglobal-edge histograms are directly computed from the 80 local histogram bins
h(i), i = 0, ..., 79. For the global-edge histogram, the five types of edge distributions for all subim-
ages are accumulated. Similarly, for the semiglobal-edge histograms, subsets of subimages are grouped.

For a more detailed explanation of the EHD please refer to [2] or to [29] and [30].

6.2 Adapted Homogeneous Texture Descriptor
Informally, texture can be described as some basic primitives whose spatial distribution in the image
creates the appearance of a texture. Pictures of water, grass or a pattern of fabric are examples of
image texture. Texture has shown to be a powerful primitive for discriminating between patterns in
images. The discriminating power of texture is used in Cortina to give a similarity measure for images.

6.2.1 Homogeneous Texture Descriptor
The Homogeneous Texture Descriptor (2] characterizes a region texture using the mean and deviation
of the energy from a set of frequency channels. Frequency channels are obtained using Gabor functions
(6.2.2). The 2-D frequency plane is divided into 30 channels (figure 6.1). Also the mean and deviation
are calculated in the spatial domain. This results in a 62 dimensional feature vector (6.2.1) describing
a single image.

Figure 6.1: Channels used in computing HTD
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HTD = [fDc,fsD,e1,e2,...e3o,dl,d2,...,d3,oI (6.1)

Where IDC and IS!) are the mean and standard deviation of the image and e and d are the nonlinearly
scaled and quantized mean and deviation of the energy in the ith channel.

6.2.2 Adapted Homogeneous Texture Descriptor
As proposed Manjunath and Ma [14] is a modification on HTD. HTD calculates mean and deviation
in the frequency domain, mean and deviation can also be calculated in the spatial domain. This
method of calculation is more computation intensive but has shown to improve results. The individual
channels are obtained using Gabor functions (6.2.2).
A two dimensional Gabor function g(x, y) and its Fourier transform G(u, v) can be written as:

' = () exp
+

+ 2irjWx] (6.1)

I 11(u—W)2 v211
G(u,v)=ezpj— I 2

(6.1)
I. L u CVJ)

where = irti and a, = iro-,. The Gabor function can be used as a basis for a class of Gabor
functions which react on different frequencies and orientation. This class of Gabor functions, referred
to as Gabor wavelets [14] can be generated through dilation's and rotations of g(z, y).
The Gabor function is transformed to 24 Gabor wavelets (6 orientations and 4 scales).
The Gabor wavelet transform can be obtained by a convolution of the Gabor wavelets with an input
image, and is defined as:

Wnm(x,y) = f I(Xi,yi)gmn * (x — x1,y — yj)dxidyi (6.1)

For all orientations and scales a mean and variance is calculated used to represent the image as a 48
element feature vector 1 (6.2.2).

I = foo cr00 i01 ... 35 cr35]. (6.1)

6.2.3 Distance Measure
To determine the similarity between two images the distance needs to be calculated between the two
images. Consider two images i and j and let f and I, represent their respective patterns. Then the
distance between the two images in feature space is defined as:

(i) (j) (I) (j)
dmn(1,j)

= — I.linn + amn —
(6.1)

C(Cmn)

The distance measure (6.2.3) is a normalized Li distance. The normalization by the components
and ((amn) is done to normalize the weight of individual components of the feature vector

f. The factors a(crmn) and c(p,,) are respective deviations of mean and deviation of each individual
component of the feature vector. The components a(crmn) and cr(p,,,,) are obtained by sampling
100,000 random feature vectors from the database. In every dimension the deviation of the component
is calculated and used for normalization.
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6.2.4 Images
The images in the Cortina database are spidered from the web, not all images have the same size. Since
the Gabor wavelets used are optimized for images of a size of 128 * 128 all images are first rescaled to
a fixed size of 128 * 128. Besides rescaling are all images converted from RGB colorspace to grayscale
colorspace before the corresponding Gabor wavelet transform is calculated. Conversion of the images
to a fixed size decreases the calculation time of computation of feature vectors.

6.2.5 Results
The texture descriptor is implemented in C++, it interacts with the MySQL database to for image
retrieval and storage of extracted features (figure 6.2).

Retrieval Performance For measurement of the quality of the retrieval performance a test set
of images with texture is used. The base of the test set consists of 109 different images of a size of
512 * 512. Each image is divided into 16 images of 128 * 128 resulting in a test set of 1,744 test images.
A query image is processed to calculate the feature vector. The distance is calculated between the
query feature vector and all other feature vectors of the 1,743 images in the database as in (6.2.3).
The distances found are sorted and the 15 closest matches are returned. Ideally all 15 matches be-
long to the same base image resulting in a 100% score. Example retrievals are shown below (figure 6.3):

By calculation of the 15 closest neighbors using (6.2.3) for all images in the test set one can get
insight on how well the texture descriptor is performing. We know beforehand to which set of Brodatz
images an image belongs, now we can give a percentage of correct retrieved images given a query image.
After doing this for all images in the database we can calculate a percentage of correct retrieved images
on the complete Brodatz dataset. In our case the maximum performance on the test set is 72% (1173
out of 1635), this is slightly worse as results describe by Manjunath and Ma in [14]. One reason for
the decrease in the correct retrievals are values of a(amn) and ji,,,) used in (6.2.3), those values are
calculated over a random set of feature vectors from the Cortina dataset instead of the Brodatz test
set.
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Results 1

Results 2

Results 3

Figure 6.3: In the images above the first image of every row is the query image and the followIng 7 are results of the query.
The first 8 images are all of the same class and classified correct The second 8 images are not all correct classified, images 4
and 6 are part of a different class. The third 8 images are again all classified correct notice that this met ham lees clear texture
am the other two classes.

6.2.6 Discussion
Since the number of images in the database of Cortina is very large the computation time for a single
image must be kept as low as possible.

To reduce the calculation time of texture features we have chosen to apply the Gabor filtering on
images resealed to a size of 128x128. This has an effect on the performance of the descriptor since the
aspect ratio of the images can be changed.

The calculation of the Fourier transforms is done using FFTW [91 which contain one of the fastest
Fourie transform routines.

The descriptor is tested on a test set of images with clear homogeneous texture, yet in real life
most of the images in Cortina don't have clear homogeneous texture. Different sets of texture often
exists in one single image, a possible solution to this problem will be introduced in the chapter 'local
homogeneous texture'.

6.3 Local Homogeneous Texture
Since texture is informally described as a set of basic primitives which create the appearance of texture
in an image it is assumed that this texture is homogenous distributed over an image. Yet images used
in Cortina are downloaded from the internet and contain often noise and have no homogenous texture
where we assume that they have when using the homogenous texture descriptor. Images like the
Brodatz image set are ideal (figure 6.3) for the homogenous texture descriptor. We introduce a local
texture descriptor to increase the descriptive features for local texture.

6.3.1 Local Texture
Instead of describing an image with a single feature vector, the local texture descriptor segments an
image in 4 sets of texture. First an image is processed with a Gabor filter in 4 scales and 6 orientations.
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An image of 128 by 128 results in an 128 by 128 by 24 dataset. For all pixels a response is calculated
for every orientation and scale of the Gabor filter.

6.3.2 Texture Estimation
The Gabor filtered image has a high responce on structures with the same orientation and scale as
the Gabor wavelet. To make an area with texture more uniform an average over a area in the filtered
image is calculated to estimate distribution of feature vectors over an observation window. To achieve
this, the average response for every scale and orientation is calculated over a window of 19 by 19 (an
example shown in table 6.1 for a 3 by 3 window in one scale and orientation). This reduces the size of
the resulting dataset to 109 by 109 by 24, as the borders are ignored.

63421 6342143422 4342244312 —' 4431245262 4526253713 53713
Table 6.1: Shifting window for texture estimation

Optimized average calculation Calculation of an average over a window of wxw on an image
of nxn can be computation intensive. In the local homogenous texture descriptor we have taken
advantage of a mathematical optimization for this process. We explain this method using the following
matrix (table 6.2).

Given the matrix as shown in table 6.2 we can calculate the cumulative sum as shown in equation

351234141327349253264231
M1= 1 3 8 4 2 3 1 541964234645584211341537541578342

Table 6.2: Optimized average calculation over a window example matrix

6.3.2 in one direction resulting in the matrix shown in table 6.3.

.M2(k,1) = Mi(z,L) (6.1)

Given matrix shown in table 6.3 we can create the matrix shown in table 6.4 using equation 6.3.2
resulting in the matrix shown in table 6.4.

M3(k,1) = M2(k,i) (6.1)
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3 8 9 11 14 18 19 23
1 4 6 13 16 20 29 31
5 8 10 16 20 22 25 26

M2= 1 4 12 16 18 21 22 27
4 5 14 20 24 26 29 33
6 10 15 20 28 32 34 35
1 4 8 9 14 17 24 29
4 5 10 17 25 28 32 34

Table 6.3: Cumulative sum take in first dimension

3 8 9 11 14 18 19 23
4 12 15 24 30 38 48 54
9 20 25 40 50 60 73 80
10 24 37 56 68 81 95 107

M3 = 14 29 51 76 92 107 124 140
20 39 66 96 120 139 158 175
21 43 74 105 134 156 182 204
25 48 84 122 159 184 214 238

Table 6.4: Cumulative sum take in second dimension

Given the matrix shown in table 6.4 we can calculate the average in a window with only three
subtract operations and one division (equation 6.-i). Given matrix M3 as shown in table 6.4, this is an
8*8 matrix on which we will calculate the average with a 3*3 window. As stated before this process
will result in a 5* 5 matrix (table 6.5).

4.2222 4.2222 3.8889 3.4444 3.3333
4.6667 5.0000 3.6667 2.6667 2.6667

M4 = 5.0000 5.6667 4.2222 3.2222 2.7778
4.2222 5.2222 4.2222 4.2222 3.4444
3.8889 5.3333 4.8889 4.8889 3.4444

Table 6.5: Resulting matrix after average calculation

M
— M3(i+2,j+2)—M3(i—i,j+2)—(M3(i+2,j—1)—M3(i,j))

4(2,3)
— windowSize2

where M3([—n... — i],0) = 0

M3(0, [—n... — 1]) = 0 (6.-i)

Using this method to calculate the average response is faster as a naive approach, since many images
are processed computing time is important. At this point images are processed with a scaled down
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size of 128 * 128 if the image size would be increased this algorithm will still result in fast computation
of texture features.

6.3.3 Segmentation using k-means
The response of an image filtered with the 24 Gabor wavelets is calculated and and texture features
are generated. The local texture descriptor now segments the image in 4 parts using k-means. This
done by clustering the 109x 109 24 dimensional vectors using k-means.

The clustering process results in 4 clusters in the dataset with similar texture. Every cluster
contains a number of datapoints, the percentage of the total number of datapoints contained in a
cluster and the centroids of the clusters are stored in database as shown in table 6.6. The stored
information will be used to search the database for similar images given a query image.

ImagelD Centroid Percentage
23 fi 32
23 f2 40
23 f 11

23 f 17
24 fi 12

24 f2 55
24 f 18

24 f 15

Table 6.6: Storage of local texture feature vectors

6.3.4 Results
To illustrate the behavior of the local texture descriptor and results after processing and clustering
two images are presented, shown in figure 6.4 and figure 6.6. Both images have clear localtexture, the
zebra has black and white stripes in different directions and also the image of the t-shirt has clear
texture.

a11° '

Figure 6.4: Rescaling of image

First the input image is resealed to a size of 128x128 shown in figure 6.4. After rescalmg the image
is processed as described above resulting in figure 6.6 and figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: clustered zebra

Figure 6.6: Clustered t-shirt

In both images the background is separated from from the object and the object is separated in
multiple clusters of different textures. These two examples produce reasonable results. Yet images
with no homogeneous texture will result in clusters with less usable information.

6.3.5 Discussion
Parameters used in the local homogeneous texture descriptor are very dependent on the image on

which the features are extracted. The following parameters are input image dependant.

• Number of clusters

• Window size used in average calculation

• Shape of window used in average calculation

Beforehand it is unknown how many different textures exists in an image so the choice of the
number of clusters is kind of arbitrary. Transisions from one texture to an adjacent texture can be
clustered as a separate cluster since the transition also has a distinct responce after Gabor filtering
and texture estimation. Too many clusters could result into clustering of transitions instead of real
texture.

The choice of the size of the window over which the average response is calculated also has influence

on the result, increasing the size of the window will result in better processing of textures of a larger
scale yet it reduces the result of processing for example narrow textures of a small scale. So one could

say that the window size used for average calculation is also kind of arbitrary. This property will also
be discussed in the paragraph 'future work'.

6.3.6 Conclusion
The local homogeneous texture descriptor is an usefull addition to the other feature descriptors used
in Cortina. Since searching for similar images in feature space is fast, only images with the same
codewords have to be retrieved from database it doesn't increase the searchtime significantly. How the

codewords are used in the search process is further explained in the chapter 'combining features'.
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6.4 Dominant Color Descriptor
The first part of this section gives a brief explanation of a simplified version of the Dominant Color
Descriptor (DCD) and how similarity between images is measured using this descriptor. The rest of
this chapter describes the additions and applications of the DCD that have been developed for Cortina.
For a more detailed explanation of the DCD, please refer to [2].

6.4.1 Descriptor explanation
The Dominant Color Descriptor provides a compact description of the representative colors in an image.
Unlike the traditional histogram-based color descriptors, the representative colors are computed from
each image instead of being fixed in the color space, thus allowing the color representation to be
accurate and compact.

The DCD is defined to be

F={(cj,p1)},(i=i,2,...,N) (6.-i)

where N is the number of dominant colors. Each dominant color value c is a 3-D color vector (e.g.
LUV or RGB space), p is the percentage of pixels in the image corresponding to color i. The number
of dominant colors N can vary from image to image, and a maximum of eight dominant colors was
found to be sufficient to represent an image.
To extract the dominant colors, the colors in the image are clustered. The clustering is performed
in a perceptually uniform color space, the LUV space. The procedure is initialized with one cluster
of all pixels and one representative color computed as the centroid (center of mass) of the cluster.
The algorithm then follows a sequence of centroid calculation and clustering steps until a stopping
criterion (minimum distortion or maximum number of iterations) is met. The percentage or fraction
of pixels in the image belonging to each of the quantized colors is then calculated.

Similarity Matching

Given a query image, similarity retrieval involves searching images that have similar color dis-
tributions as the input query.

Consider two DCDs,

F1 = {(c12,p11)},(i =
F2 = {(c21,p21)},(i= i,2,...,N2) (6.-i)

The dissimilarity D(F1,F2) between the two descriptors can be computed as:
N, N2 N, N2

D2 (F1, F2) = >2 p, + >2 — >2>2 2ai,23pjp2, (6.0)
1=1 j=1 i=1 j=1

where the subscripts 1 and 2 in all variables stand for descriptions F1 and F2, respectively, and ak,g is
the similarity coefficient between two colors ck and q,

— f 1 — dk,1/dmar dk,z Tci
ak,1

— 0 4,, > Td (6.1)

Where dk,1 = II ck — c is the Eucledian distance between two colors Ck and cj, Td is the maximum
distance for two colors to be considered similar and = Td. In particular, this means that any
two dominant colors from one single description are at least Td distance apart.
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Keyword extraction from colors

If an image has for example red as a dominant color, but it doesn't have the keyword 'red' associated
to it, then the image could not be found by a keyword search for 'red'. To solve this, dominant colors
are converted to keywords.

During the extraction of dominant colors, the dominant colors are also converted to the "Hue
Saturation Value" (HSV) color space and classified into bins. The HSV color space is chosen because
in HSV, one value (the Hue) can classify all color types. See figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: HSV cylinder

As described in [8], the HSV model defines a color space in terms of three constituent components:

• Hue, the color type (such as red, blue, or yellow):

Ranges from 0-360

Saturation, the "vibrancy" of the color:

Ranges from 0-100%

The lower the saturation of a color, the more "grayness" is present and the more faded the
color will appear.

• Value, the brightness of the color:

Ranges from 0-100%

See the slice at the right hand side of figure 6.7. To lcok at the Hue which represents the color types,
the Value and Saturation of a dominant color should be in the topright corner. Let's call this criterion
C, defined as:

Value > 35%, Saturation> 25%

These values are determined by visually inspecting the colorspace. This is the case for all val-
ues/percentages in this section. If C is met, the Hue can define the color type. In order to get

1Since the word Value from HSV conflicte with the 'normal' word value, the capital V Is used to keep them separated.
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keywords that represent colors, the Hue is segmented into 7 parts: red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
purple and pink. See table 6.7.

Keyword From Hue To Hue
red 340 20
orange 30 50
yellow 50 70
green 80 160
blue 170 270
purple 270 290
pink 290 330

Table 6.7: HSV color keywords

When the Hue for a dominant color lies between the values "From Hue" and "To Hue", the keyword
that belongs to that row is added to the database.

For black, white and gray, not the Hue but the Value and Saturation are used. See table
6.8.

Keyword From Value To Value From Saturation To Saturation
black 0% 20% 0% 100%
white 80% 100% 0% 10%
gray 20% 80% 0% 10%

Table 6.8: HSV black, white and gray keywords

DCD weights

In the original version of the Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD) as described in the MPEG7 book [2],
all pixels have the same weight. So for example a blue pixel in the center of an image has the same
weight as a blue pixel in the corner of the image. However, it is clear that for most images the colors
in the center are more descriptive than the ones in the corners. The result is that the DCD often
takes the background of an image as the most dominant color. For example an image of a red hat
in front of a white background will result in white as the most dominant color. When searching for
similar images using this dominant color, other images with white backgrounds will be found which
may be totally irrelevant.

There are multiple solutions for this problem.
One solution is using a background / foreground separation algorithm. At this moment, this has not
been used, but it will be used by the people who will continue working on Cortina.

A simple and fast solution is to focus on the center of an image. The pixels in the center
should have a high weight and the weight should decrease as the distance from the center increases.
Therefore a weighted L1 distance to the center of the image is used.
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GivenanimageofsizeMxN,theweightWofapixelatpoint(x,y)withOX<M A Oy<N
is given by

with

W(x,y)=I 1 ifx=O A y=O
vj1, otherwise

= 1(l—(I — I + I — I))*G1, G� 1

(6.2)

(6.3)

Where x is the pixel coordinate in the horizontal direction and y the pixel coordinate in the vertical
direction. G represents the number of gradations from the center to the corners. The pixels in the
center area will count C times and the pixels in the corners always count 1 time. A value of C = 5

has been used in Cortina.

The distribution of these weights for an arbitrary image with C = 5 is shown in figure 6.8.
Note that the weight distribution is not a circle or oval, as for the weighted L2 distance, which might

Figure 6.8: DCD weight distribution. The center gets a higher weight

work a bit better. Also a gaussian would probably give good results. This gaussian could be computed
once for a square image and then used to do a convolution with. However, since image sizes vary, the
gaussian should be recomputed for each non-square image. So for the purpose of adding more weight
to the center of the image, the L1 distance is close enough and very computationally inexpensive.

The results of adding weights to the center of an image are shown in table 6.9.
Note that in the lower image, yellow represents in addition to the license plate also a part of the

grass.
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color

red

green
yellow
white

percentage of the image, using:
no weights weights

0.37 0.5

0.12 0.15
0.82 0.74

0.12 0.15
0.12 0.10
0.32 0.28
0.11 0.15

Table 6.9: Results of adding more weight to the center of an image
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Chapter 7

Content-based Image Search

Multiple features are used to describe different visual primitives in a single image. To do an image
search different features have to be combined into one measure describing how similar a group of
images are. The different feature descriptors all have a different range and poses the question how to
normalize the distances. To combine features their distance measures have to be normalized so they
can be compared to each other.

7.1 Distance Normalization
For distances to be normalized first the distance distribution for a single descriptor has to be
calculated. This can be calculated as shown in equation (7.-i) and (7.-2):

d,(i,j)
i=Oj=1

!Lhtd 23
d(i,j)

i=Oj=1

E dehd(,j)
lLehd =

2
i (7.i)

The values ihjd and ujj are the respective mean of the distance distribution of the htd and dcd
descriptors. The Values dhtd(i, j) and d(i, j) are the respective distances between to sample image
I and j. The constraint i j is stated since the distance d(i,j) where i = j is 0. The value n is the
number of images in the database.
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(d,(i,j) — !Ahgd)2, i
i=0 j=1

ij
*=0 j=1

0eM i:4j
i=0 =1

Chtd =

adcd=.\

(7.-2)

The values Uhtd and 0d are the respective deviations of the distance distribution of the htd and dcd
descriptors. Now knowing the mean and deviation of the different distance distributions of features
the distances can be normalized so different features can be combined.

7.1.1 Sampling Distances
In equation (7.-i) and (7.-2) the value n is the number of images in the database. The value of n is
a large number in the order of 5,000,000 to 100,000,000, therefore calculation of the and a would
take to long. Instead of calculating the values & and a over the complete dataset it is calculated over
a representable subset of the database. A histogram of the sampled data is shown in figure 7.1.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.1 Distance distribution between 100,000 random images. (a) show, distribution of distances for the htd descriptor
where (b) show distance distribution for the dcd descriptor and (c) shows distance distribution for ehd descriptor

The distributions of the distances of htd and dcd differ and therefore need to be normalized in order
to combine the two distance measures. This is done by dividing the distributions by the deviations
resulting in two new distributions see figure 7.2.

Now both distance distributions have the same deviation but still differ in mean. The distribution
of distances of the htd descriptor has a mean of 1.97 and the mean of the dcd descriptor is 3.93. To
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Figure 7.3: Normalized distributions of (a) the htd, (b) dcd distances and (c) ehd distances, note that distances now can
have negative values

d(i,j) = I — Ihtdl + lhdcd
I I I ehd

Idhtd(i,j) I d(i,j)
— + — ILehd

7.2 Non-Linear Scaling
As shown in equation (7.1.1) distances in feature space can be combined since all distances are nor-
malized according to their respective distance distribution. Yet normalization is not perfect, when a
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.2: Distributions of (a) htd, (b) dcd and (c) ehd distances divided by their deviation

make sure that the distributions have the same mean they are subtracted by their respective means
resulting in the distributions shown in figure 7.3.

(a) (b) (c)

The distance is normalized and combined as in figure 7.1.1:

(7.-2)



search query is done to find the k smallest distances [do...dk_l] with respect to image j, distances are
located on the far left side of the distributions shown in figure (7.3). The sampled distances between
images are random, so only a small portion of the sampled data are close matches.

Sampling distances between random images in feature space results in low resolution at the part
of the distribution on which we are most interested. To increase resolution for small distances we
introduce non-linear scaling. Instead of sampling distances between random images one can sample
the kaamjge smallest distances d(i,j) for a set of n random images [j0...j_1]. When a search query
is done for an image, only small distances are interesting since non-close matches can me discarded.
Sampling the database with with ksampe = 1000 and n = 10000 yielded the distance distributions
shown in figure 7.4.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: SampLed distance distributions for k neaest matches on n images of (a) the htd distances, (b) dcd distances and
(c) ehd distances

The distributions shown above are used to extract a non-linear scaling of the different feature descrip-
tors. The distances obtained resamble distances for the different feature descriptors during a normal
search. In the case of the edge histogram descriptor we now know that a distance of 40 is about average
and a distance of 3 means that the images in edge histogram feature space are ressonable close. This
information is used to combine the different feature descriptors.

First a histogram with 1000 bins is created shown in figure 7.4, next the cumulative sum is taken
over the histogram and divided by the maximum value of the resulting array of values stored in sum
see equation 7.-3. This division with the maximum value is done to normalize the values between
10...11.

cumsum(k)
=

hist(i)

cumsum(k)
cumsum(k) = (7.-3)

max(cumsum(E0. .
.999])

Given a histogram hist of a distance distribution shown in figure 7.4 resulting in cumsum shown in
figure 7.5.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.5: Non-linear scaling values for (a) the htd distances, (b) dcd distances and (c) ehd distances

Having the values shown in figure 7.5 we can scale the distances of the different feature descriptors
so that all distances will have a value between [o...1]. Now the distances can be combined to a
total distance with a value between [O...31. The non-linear scaling scales distances with respect to
shape of the distance distributions of the different feature descriptors. The slopes shown in figure 7.5
result in 3 distance normalization functions Norm(d)hd, Norm(d) and Norm(d)eM where the total
normalized distance between two images is calculated as shown in equation 7.-2.

d(i,j) = Norm(d)htd + Norm(d)o.,,j + Norm(d)M (7.-2)

This distance measure is used in Cortina to perform a similarity search, normalization is done using
translation shown in figure 7.5.

7.3 K-Nearest Neighbor
To find the smallest values in a list of distances, the k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm is used.
To formalize k nearest neighbor, the definition from Bohm et al [41 is used. Given a query point Q,
a natural number k which defines the number of closest points to Q and a distance metric M (for
example L1, L2 or L), then k nearest neighbor is defined to be:

kNNQuery(DB,Q,k,M) = {PO...Pki E DB I -i3P' e DB\{PO...Pk_l}
A—'3i,O (i < k: 5M(P,,Q) > ÔM(P',Q)} (7.-2)

Where DB is a set of n points in a d dimensional data space DS,

DB={Po...P1}
PEDS,i=O..n—1,DSç (7.-2)

The previous version of Cortina used the multimap which is implemented in the C++ STL library.
However, for n images and k neirest neighbors the complexity of this data structure is O(nk).
To improve this, a heap-based k nearest neighbor algorithm is used for KNN search. The time com-
plexity of this consists of 3 steps:

• Initial insertion of the first k distances into the heap
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• Inserting the rest of the distances, while maintaining the heap structure

• Sorting the heap

So the final order of the algoritm is O(nlog k). For comparison, see figure 7.6. The scalability of the

Figure 7.6: KNN search on 10 million distances, with small k.

heap-based k-nearest neighbor algorithm is shown in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: KNN search on 2 million distances, with large k. To verify the logarithmic shape.
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Chapter 8

Clustering and Codewords

8.1 Clustering for indexing and approximate search
A linear search for similar images in feature space over all images would take an unacceptable amount
of time. To limit the search to a much smaller number of images and keep almost the same search
results, the different features of the images are clustered and stored on disk. The search space is limited
and search speed is improved since the features can be read from disk instead out of the database.
Since the HTD and EHD features can be represented in a n-dimensional feature space K-Means can
be used to cluster the features and their respective clusters based on proximity.

K-means is described in Mathworld [28] as follows:
An algorithm for partitioning (or clustering) N data points into K disjoint subsets Si containing N,
data points so as to minim1e the sum-of-squares criterion (equation 8.1)

(8.1)
j=1 nES,

where x,, is a vector representing the nth data point and is the geometric centroid of the data
points in S. In general, the algorithm does not achieve a global minimum of J over the assignments.
In fact, since the algorithm uses discrete assignment rather than a set of continuous parameters, the
"minimum" it reaches cannot even be properly called a local minimum. Despite these limitations, the
algorithm is used fairly frequently as a result of its ease of implementation.

The algorithm consists of a simple re-estimation procedure as follows. Initially, the data points are
assigned at random to the K sets. For step 1, the centroid is computed for each set. In step 2, every
point is assigned to the cluster whose centroid is closest to that point. These two steps are alternated
until a stopping criterion is met, i.e., when there is no further change in the assignment of the data
points.

The naive method of clustering, calculating distances from each image to all other images, will
take a lot of time to perform on the huge amount of features of images that Cortina will contain. To
improve the speed of clustering, a smaller subset of images is used. This subset is created by randomly
selecting images, until a good representation of the full set of images is created. This subset is used
to create the clusters using K-Means. To make sure that the newly created clusters are more or less
optimized, the distances from all datapoints to its centroid are summed up. Next, this process of
cluster- and total distance calculation is repeated a few times. The set of clusters that corresponds to
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the smallest total distance of sampled features to their respective centroids is used as the final set of
clusters. At this point the randomly sampled set of features is assigned to a cluster. Now the features
not part of the sampled dataset are assigned to the centroid closest to their location in feature space.
Resulting in all features being clustered.

8.1.1 Limiting Search Space
When limiting search space the choice of number of clusters, K, is essential. If K is to small we still
have to calculate distances between many feature vectors resulting in unacceptable responce time for
the user. if the value of K is to large there is a high probability that many good results will be
discarded.

We have chosen to limit our search to 4% of the images in the database. This means with a
database size of 5.000.000 we search 200.000 images, there are 3 feature vectors associated with an
image resulting in calculation of 600.000 distance calculations.

As stated above, the HTD and EHD feature vectors are clustered using k-means, therefore one
single image always resides in two clusters, a HTD cluster and a EHD cluster, If one image is similar
to another image in HTD feature space it doesn't mean that both images are also similar in EHD
feature space. A distance between two images is calculated as a summation of the HTD, EHD and
DCD normalized distance as shown in equation 7.1.1. Therefore at creation of a HTD or EHD cluster
the corresponding EHD or HTD and DCD feature vectors are also stored in the same cluster. Now if
an image is found close to the query image in HTD feature space a total distance between the image
corresponding to the HTD feature vector and the query image can be calculated since the other feature
vectors associated with that image are also available.

To limit the search to an average of 200.000 images the number of clusters is set to 200 resulting
in 200 clusters with an average size of 25000. When a search query is done given a query image the
4 closest clusters are obtained in HTD feature space and the 4 closest clusters are obtained in EHD
feature space. This results in a total of 200.000 images for which the distance is calculated to the
query image.

8.1.2 Storage of clusters
Clusters, containing the feature vectors of images, can be stored either in the SQL database or on
the harddisk. An advantage of storing the clusters in the SQL database is that it is relatively easy to
implement (just by adding a column called clusterid) and the clusters can be accessed using customized
queries. However, the speed of accessing the clusters and loading the feature vectors into memory from
the database is far from optimal. Figure 8.1 shows a comparison of the time to retrieve feature vectors
from the SQL database and from a file on the harddisk. Therefore clusters are stored in files on the
harddisk. The feature vectors in the files are stored in sequentially binary format. This speeds up the
loading of features into memory even more. With one load action we can load a complete cluster into
memory and find the closest match given a query feature vector. When N is the number of images
in a certain feature space stored in the selected clusters then there are N*3 features stored in each
clusters since all features vector associated with an image are needed for the distance calculation.

8.1.3 Discussion
Clustering images based on distances in feature space enables limiting search space resulting in a faster
search with ideally the same results as searching the complete dataset. The selection of clusters to be
included in a search is based on HTD and EHD not on the DCD features. This means that images
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Figure 8.1: Time to retrieve feature vectors from the SQL database or from a file on the hard disk
drive (HDD)

not similar in HTD and EHD feature space and similar in DCD feature space are not selected. n our
experiments we have seen that this did not effect the quality of the results.

8.2 Codewords
The method to calculate distances and to create clusters for HTD and EHD is not the same for DCD
and LHTD.

HTD and EHD are descriptors with fixed length vectors. The distance can be calculated using
the L1 or L2 in a straightforward manner. On the other hand DCD and LTHD descriptors are
relatively more complex. Creating clusters for HTD and EHD is also straightforward by using k-means
or any other clustering method.
However, for DCD and LHTD, these distance calculations and clustering algorithms cannot be used in
the same way. DCD and LHTD don't have the same kind of feature space to determine the distance
between two images and to create clusters.

The DCD describes an image with at most 8 dominant colors. To use these dominant colors
to determine a distance between two images i and j, each dominant color of image i should be
compared with all dominant colors of image j. The same yields for LHTD, where each local texture
of image i should be compared with all local textures of image j. Also, if keywords are used as a
descriptor, the same occurs: each keyword that corresponds to image i should be compared to all
keywords corresponding to image j.

This results in the following issues for these descriptors:

Calculating a distance between images is relatively computational expensive, especially for large
quantities of images.
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• It can be questioned whether the distance measure as written above is meaningful for these
descriptors (e.g. is 'red' closer to 'green' than 'blue'?).

• How to create clusters using this method? We only have a distance, not a place in feature space.

To address these issues (and for other purposes), codeword-based features are created.

What is a codeword?
For DCD, a codeword is a bin in colorspace that matches a certain color range. So to create codewords
for color the colorspace is divided into N clusters which represent N codewords. This will be further
explained in chapter 8.2.1.
For LHTD, each codeword corresponds to a bin in a 48 dimensional texture space. This will be
explained in chapter 8.2.2.
For keywords as a descriptor, each unique keyword is a codeword.

How to use codewords to create clusters for DCD and LHTD?
Since 'normal' clustering as for HTD and EHD is not possible for these descriptors, the codewords
will be used as clusters. So each codeword represents a cluster.

Summarized, an image i with X codewords for DCD, Y for LHTD and Z for keywords-as-
descriptor, will belong to a total number of X + Y + Z clusters for these descriptors. Note that for
these descriptors, a single image can belong to more than one cluster per descriptor (since the image
can have multiple codewords as its descriptor).

Another application of codewords is to create a probabilistic relational model as described in
chapter 8.3.

8.2.1 DCD codewords
To create the codewords for colors, the dominant colors of all images are clustered. For the clustering
algorithm, k-means is used, because it is an effective algorithm for this purpose. For the colorspace,
LUV is used because it is perceptually uniform which is recommended for calculating distances
between colors.

Each image has at most 8 dominant colors, on average each image has 6.6' dominant colors.
So for N images, there are on average 6.6N dominant colors. Since the goal of Cortina is to work
with at least 10 million images, the clustering has to be performed over about 66 million dominant
colors. This would take many days to complete. Therefore, the cluster centroids are not calculated
over all images, but over a representative subset of all images. This subset is created by taking steps
of, say, 100 images through the entire image database (i.e. an image is used when imagelD modulo
100 equals 0). After the cluster centroid calculation, the rest of the colors are assigned to a cluster.
To get an insight in the clustering process, it has been visualized in figure 8.2. In this figure, the
x-axis represents the U from the LUV colorspace, and the y-axis represents the V.

Note that many datapoints are located near (0,0), which corresponds to the colors white, gray and
black. This could mean one or more of the following statements:

• many images have white, black or gray backgrounds,

on 2.2 million images, spidered from the DMOZ.org 'shopping' category
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Figure 8.2: K-means over 66520 colors in LUV space, with 500 centroids

• many images are grayscale images,

• black, white and gray are common colors in 'normal' images.

Since these colors are so common, they are not very descriptive for an image. So detecting the
grayscale colors is described in the following pseudo code:

FOR each image i
FOR each dominant color C of image i (consisting of LUV values (CI,C,C))

IFICI<r A ICI<rv THEN

do not use this color in the DCD to describe the
corresponding image;

END IF
END FOR

END FOR

Where r, and r, are threshold values that indicate whether a color is considered a color or a
grayscale. Our experiments show that values of about 5 for T and 10 for T gives good results. This
also corresponds to the center of figure 8.2.

Grayscale colors can also be detected in RGB colorspace, if a RGB2LUV conversion has to be
avoided. A RGB color is a grayscale color (including black and white) when R=G=B. Also, when
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R,G and B are nearly the same, that color is still a grayscale color. So to determine whether a RGB
color is a grayscale color, the following steps are processed:

FOR each image i
FOR each dominant color C of image i, consisting of RB components (C,C,C)

ci —

_______

OV9 3
FOR each RGB component C of color C

IF A avgT>C'c THEN
do not use this color in the DCD to describe the

corresponding image;

END IF

END FOR

END FOR

END FOR

Where r represents the maximum value that a color may differ from the average of the color.
Experiments show that a good value for r is 10.

How to determine a good value for the number of clusters/codewords, i.e. the k of k-means?
Let P be the preferred number of images per cluster (e.g. 1000). Let C609 be the average number
of dominant colors in one image (e.g. 6.6) and let N be the total number of sampled images (e.g.
100,000).
Then the k of k-means is defined by:

DCD clusters

After creating the DCD codewords, the DCD clusters are created using these codewords. So every
image that has codeword X will be stored in cluster X. Also, their DCD feature vectors are stored in
the cluster, so that it can be used for distance calculation.

DCD cluster search

Once the clusters are created, they can be used to limit the search. The DCD cluster search works
as follows. A query image has C dominant colors (C ranges from 1 to 8). These dominant colors
correspond to C or less (since multiple dominant colors can correspond to the same codeword)
codewords. For each codeword, the corresponding cluster is retrieved and the image ID's and their
feature vectors in that cluster are loaded. Double occurrences are ignored, so if an image corresponds
with 2 or more different codewords to the query image, the image ID is retrieved only once. Next, the
regular DCD distance calculation is performed between the query image and the image ID's from the
cluster. The image ID's with the smallest distances are returned.

The DCD distance calculation as defined in the MPEG7 book [21, is relatively slow. There-
fore, 2 improvements have been made to speed up the search:

• If an image contains a grayscale dominant color, the cluster that corresponds to the grayscale
codeword is not loaded.

• See figure 8.3. If a dominant color on an image occupies less than 5% of the entire image, that
corresponding cluster is not loaded.
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Figure 8.3: Dominant color percentage distribution

This speeds up the DCD distance calculation significantly for most images. The second item alone
discards 70%' of the dominant colors in the database. Note that with these improvements, some
images (for example grayscale images) might not retrieve any matching images. This makes sense:
since the image doesn't contain enough color, it should not be described by a color descriptor. The
texture and shape descriptors might describe this type of images much better.

8.2.2 LHTD Codewords
Extracting local texture on all images in the database will result in many feature vectors, hence that
every image will produce four feature vectors with respective percentages. Doing a similarity search
using all these feature vectors would be very time consuming.

Codewords are introduced to do a similarity search using local homogeneous texture in reasonable
time. Codewords in this context can described as an alphabet containing a large set of different
textures together describing images in the database. The codewords are created by clustering all
centroids obtained during the extraction of local texture. The clustering process results in a set of
1000 codewords.

The choice of the number of codewords is made based on experiments if the number of codewords
grows much larger as 1000 many empty clusters are created and much smaller as 1000 clusters of
codewords will grow to big.

Similarity search using codewords is performed by finding images in the database with the same
codewords as the in the query image, as shown in equation 8.1.

'Number based on a database with 560.000 dominant colors coming from 86.000 imagse.
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p

'q E (Ci,c,,ck,cg)

Query=(Vx:O�x<N:IE(cj,c,ck,c1)) (8.1)

Where 'q is the query image and CiJJC,I are the codewords and N the number of images in database.
The query stated in equation 8.1 results in a set of images with the same codewords and it can be

assumed that they have a high probability to be similar to the query image.

8.3 Probabilistic relational model
Having a database with millions of images and information about the those images, it is very useful
to discover relations between the data. These relations can be used for many things, where among:

• Create better clusters. Discover relations and use them to create smart clusters.

• Give better results. Images that represent a set of results the best can be displayed with a better
ranking.

• Give more good results. Images that could not be found before (e.g. with keywords) can now be
found using its relations to other images.

• Give insight in the probabilities that images match with each other.

• Give faster results. If the relations between images are calculated offline, a big lookup table can
be created that can be used to give almost instantanious results.

• Give suggestions to the user. If the user's query image is closely related to more than one clusters
of images, representative images of each cluster can be shown in addition to the normal results.

Getoor et al. Eli] describes probabilistic relational models as follows. Probabilistic relational models
(PRMs) are a language for describing statistical models over typed relational domains. A PRM models
the uncertainty over the attributes of objects in the domain and uncertainty over the relations between
the objects. The model specifies, for each attribute of an object, its (probabilistic) dependence on
other attributes of that object and on attributes of related objects. The dependence model is defined
at the level of classes of objects. The class dependence model is instantiated for any object in the
class, as appropriate to the particular context of the object (i.e., the relations between this objects and
others). PRMs can also represent uncertainty over the relational structure itself, e.g., by specifying
a (class-level) probability that two objects will be related to each other. PRMs provide a foundation
for dealing with the noise and uncertainty encountered in most real-world domains.

In figure 8.4, the classes of the PRM are shown. Each image in the database has keywords,
colors, texture and edges related to it. Wk, W, W and We are the weights for the classes keywords,
color, texture and edges respectively. Note that the input and output images2 are both subsets from
the same set of total images.

Given a query image 'a, what is the probability that it matches a certain image from the database
4? Figure 8.5 shows an example for two images. Image 1 has "Keyword 1", "Color 1", "Texture 1"
and "Edges 1" related to it. Image 2 has different keywords and edges as Image 1, but they have

2The terms "input image" and "query image" are uaed interchangeably
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Figure 8.4: Probabilistic relational model classes

the same color and texture. At the left hand side of the figure, two example probabilities are shown.
The rest of the arrows also represent probabilities but they are not shown to keep the figure clear and
comprehensible.

Generally, the probability that an image lb matches a query image 'a is defined in formula
8.1.

P(Ib JO) = Wk P(kIIa)P(IbIk) + w >: P(cIIo)P(IbIc)
k C

+Wt P(tIIa)P(lbIt) + W P(e1I0)P(IbIe)

Where:
k is the set of keywords that belong to image It,,
c is the set of color codewords that belong to image 4,
t is the set of texture codewords that belong to image 4 and
e is the set of edge codewords that belong to image I.

8.3.1 Cluster pruning

(8.1)

For the keyword search, the category structure from DMOZ is used to cluster the images. For the
HTD and EHD, clusters are created using k-means. For DCD and LHTD, the codewords are used as
clusters.
However, based on the content of the images, these clusters might not be the optimal structure. Some
images might fit better in another category or cluster than the current one.
To create better clusters using as much information as possible, pruning is used. For this, a Probabilistic
Relational Model (PRM) is created as described in chapter 8.3. The PRM is created as follows. First,a
matrix is created that contains the images and their codewords. This matrix is called the "IC matrix".
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See the matrix in table 8.1. The rows of the matrix contain the images and the columns contain

red blue yellow green
image 1 0 0.1 0 0.9
image 2 0.25 0.25 0.2 0.3
image 3 0.6 0 0.2 0.2

Table 8.1: Image vs Codeword matrix

codewords (color, in this case). The values in the matrix represent the probabilities that an image
matches a certain color. For example image 1 consists of 10% blue and 90% green. Since the values
are probabilities, the rows should sum up to 1.

Next, a codewords vs image matrix is created. See table 8.2. This table corresponds to table 8.1,

image 1 image 2 image 3
red 0 0.45 0.54
blue 0.29 0.71 0
yellow 0 0.5 0.5
green 0.53 0.18 0.29

Table 8.2: Codeword vs Image matrix

but again the rows should sum up to 1.
Now to get the relations between images, we multiply these matrices and we get the result in table
8.3. In this table, it is shown that image 1 is most related (besides itself) to image 3. Same yields
for image 2. Image 3 is mostly related to image 2. The same matrices can be created for keywords,
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image 1 image 2 image 3
image 1 0.51 0.23 0.26
image 2 0.23 0.44 0.32
image 3 0.11 0.41 0.48

Table 8.3: Probability transition matrix

texture and edges.
From table 8.3, a probability transition diagram can be created. See figure 8.6. From this diagram,
it is clear that image 1 is the least popular image of the three images, regarding the incoming and
outgoing probabilities. To know the exact importance of the images, the eigenvector of the matrix in
table 8.3 is calculated. The result is shown in table 8.4.

Eigenvector
image 1 0.44
image 2 0.64
image 3 0.63

Table 8.4: Eigenvector of the matrix in table 8.3

Now it is clear that image 2 and 3 are the most representative images of the three, and image 1
is the least representative image. Image 1 could possibly be pruned out of this group of images and
might fit better in another group of images.

As an example, the values of the eigenvector (for the eigenvalue 1) of the probability transi-
tion matrix of all images in the category 'flower' are shown in figure 8.7. The category is based on the
DMOZ.org structure, and the eigenvector values are based on the color-codeword relations. The most
representative images for this category are shown at the right hand side of the image, and the least
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Figure 8.7: Values of the eigenvector for the elgenvalue 1 of the probability transition matrix of the
images in one category, for color.

representative on the left hand side. In this case, images 1 to 17 could be pruned out of the category
and inserted in a category that represents them better.

To see if this method works, some tests have been performed. See figure 8.8.

tiifl ';itT

i
Figure 8.8: Colorwise the most representative images for the flower category
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The images in this figure have a high value in the eigenvector, so colorwise, they should represent
the roses category the best (Images at the lower right have the highest values). The problem here is
however that almost all images contain white/gray. So the images that contain much white and gray
become the most important ones. To solve this, grayscale colors can be ignored. The results of this
are shown in figure 8.9.

4, ILL!III
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:' • -e;
Figure 8.9: çolorwise the most representative images for the flower category, when grayscale doesn't
count as a color.

Note that the 2 with the highest values at the bottom center of the image got a high value because
they are pointing with high percentages at each other. This can be solved by graph partitioning
(e.g. splitting the graph at the lowest connections), or by also considering the amount of incoming
connections (corresponding colors) instead of just the percentage.
The values that the images in this figure have in the eigenvector, corresponds to the rightmost images
of figure 8.7.
The lowest values in this category are shown in 8.10.
Their values correspond to the leftmost images of figure 8.7. The first 17 of these images could be
pruned out of the category, because they are not connected well enough to the rest of the images in
this category, colorwise.
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Figure 8.10: Colorwise the least representative images for the flower category, when grayscale doesn't
count as a color.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis describes a large scale CBIR system called Cortina. Querying is performed initially by
keywords followed by a query by example (QBE) (i.e. when the user clicks on an image). To improve
the keyword search in speed and retrieval quality, the category structure of DMOZ.org has been used.
Using spiders and downloaders, millions of images are obtained from the websites listed at DMOZ.org
and their links.

For the QBE search, images are described by their content using three MPEG7 descriptors: HTD
for texture, EHD for edges and DCD for color. Where the HTD has been adapted and DCD has been
given some additional functionality. Using these three descriptors, distances are calculated between
images. To combine the distances, each of them are normalized.

To make it possible to find similar images efficiently in a database with miffions of images, several
measures have been taken, under which the creation of clusters, storing some data in files instead of
the database and improved database design. Some work has been done that has not been used in
Cortina yet, for example the creation of a new descriptor called LHTD and the design of a probabilistic
relational model.

The keyword search of Cortina 2005 performs really well and fast. In many cases the results
are comparable to professional image search enginges like Google, Yahoo, Altavista or MSN. The
QBE search of Cortina 2005 works well for images with either a plain background, or a textured
background which is part of the image (e.g. water). Images with mixed content (e.g. a car in front of
trees) are more difficult to describe.

9.1 Discussion
Since we continued working on an existing project, it might not be clear which parts of the project
were created by the authors and which parts were used from others. This section explains these issues.

The parts we used that were available at the time we began:

• The MPEG7 descriptors HTD, EHD, DCD

• The website layout

• The Spider and dowuloader
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We have adapted and improved all of the above except the EHD. Everything else in the project we
created ourselves. This involves for example all SQL related issues, the LHTD and all clustering and
codeword related issues.

9.2 Future work
9.2.1 Removing duplicates
Images may occur on more than one website. After spidering, these images will get a different image
ID, so when searching, they will occur both as results. One way to detect duplicates, is to compare the
checksum of the images. However, this might not work for images of different sizes. So one method
that can help with this is using the dominant color descriptor. The DCD is scale invariant, so this
solves this problem. The DCD should be combined with other methods, since a small DCD-distance
is not a guarantee that images are the same.

9.2.2 Keywords as descriptor
When the user clicks on an image, the keywords associated to that image, as well as the keywords that
are typed by the user are not used in similarity search. The reason for this is to see how well Cortina
works on exclusively visual features, so without 'tricks' as using keywords as similarity measure. But
adding them should drastically increase the similarity performance. Some tests have been done to
show the quality, and the results are promising.

9.2.3 Category pruning
Currently, the category structure is not used in the feature search. Therefore category pruning and
smart clustering should be implemented to enable faster and smarter search.

9.2.4 Increasing database size
To make Cortina work with 100 million images, the images should not be stored locally, but deleted
after feature extraction.

9.2.5 Relevance feedback
When Cortina is ready to be used by thousands of users, relevance feedback can be used to improve
the search results.

9.2.6 Background/foreground separation
An image of a car in a forest will most likely result in images of other forests instead of other cars.
With a good background/foreground separation algorithm the results of the search engine can improve
significantly.

9.2.7 Search speed
The main bottle-neck in the similar image search is the DCD similarity measurement. To make the
search faster, one could create a new similarity measurement, or use a different color descriptor.
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9.2.8 Create lookup table
When searching for similar images, a lot of distances between images are calculated in real time. One
could create more efficient indices so that the results can be shown instantaneously.

9.2.9 Improve LHTD
Future work should be done on the LHTD to improve the performance of this descriptor. An improve-
ment can be made by elimating a uniform background without texture. In figure 6.6 the background
is one cluster, many images have such a background so this background will be clustered as one code-
word. In the case of the local texture descriptor we are not intrested in uniform backgrounds. These
codewords should be eliminated for similarity search.

The percentage of a cluster in an image is stored in the database but at this point not used for
search purposes, an improvement can be made by taking this percentage in account for search purposes.

9.2.10 Color keywords
The keywords extracted from colors, as described in chapter 6.4.1 has been implemented and tested,
but not yet been deployed over all images of the database. This should be done to improve the keyword
search.

9.2.11 Adult images filter
Some websites with adult content may be spidered. An adult filter can be created to remove those
images if desired. A classifier trained on the DCD can be used to determine a high amount of skincolor
for example.

9.2.12 Faster color descriptor
The similarity measure for DCD is relatively slow. For speed improvement, another color descriptor
could be used, for example the scalable color descriptor.
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Appendix A

Cortina in numbers

At January 2006, Cortma contains the following numbers:

Number of keywords 894'024
Number of images with features extracted 9'444'501
Number of downloaded images 11'067'455
Size of downloaded images 546 GB

Le of the SQL database 22 GB
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Appendix B

Results

In this section, some results of Cortina are shown. The pages in this section contain 2 images each.
Each top image contains a screenshot of the results page of Cortina after searching for a keyword.
From this results page, one image has been selected as query image to find similar images. The results
of this (i.e. after clicking on the query image) are shown on the images at the bottom of each page.
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Result after searching for the keyword dog

Result after clicking on the 3'' image:
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Result after searching for the keyword bottle:
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Result after searching for the keyword flower
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Result after searching for the keyword gun:
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Result after clicking on the 9" image:
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Result after clicking on the l image:
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Result after searching for the keyword revolver
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Result after searching for the keyword swonk
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Result after searching for the keyword pooL
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Result after clicking on the 9th image:
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Note that for this image, mostly the texture and the color of the water has been used to find similar
images. Therefore it has returned some images of paintings.
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Result after searching for the keyword watch:
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Note the vertical shape of the resulting images. This is mostly the work of the EHD.
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Result after searching for the keyword watch:
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Again, note the round shape of the resulting images.
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Result after searching for the keyword water
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Result after clicking on the 12th image:
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Note the angle of the objects in the resulting images.
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Result after searching for the keyword world map:
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These pictures are all very close in HTD feature space.
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Result after searching for the keyword bu8h. . — i.m m
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Note that the results are mostly people.
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Result after clicking on the 6 image:
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Note that not the Ferrari itself,
images.

but the texture in the background has been used to match similar
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Result after searching for the keyword ferrari:
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Result after searching for the keyword gogk
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Please take a look at images 2,3,4,7 and 8. This shows that another application of Cortina could be
to find duplicate images in a scale-, quality- and brightness-invariant way.
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Result after clicking on the l image:

To verify the working of the DCD, the following example has been added.
Result after searching for the keywords red blue green kite:
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Result after clicking on the 10th image:
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Result after clicking on the 17th image (not visible):
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Result after searching for the keyword greenhouse
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Result after clicking on the 8li image:
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Note that for this image it is hard to find similar images, since the image has no descriptive texture,
dominant color or edges (the door of the greenhouse is open, which makes it harder to determine the
round shape of the greenhouse).
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Result after searching for the keyword house:
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Note that also for these kind of images, where there is no obvious texture, color or shape that describes
the image, it is hard to find similar images.
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